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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
OF COUNTRY

RMIT Law Students’ Society acknowledges the Wurundjeri

people and Boon Wurrung people of the Kulin Nations as the

traditional owners of the land on which the University stands.

RMIT LSS respectfully recognizes Elders both past, present and

emerging. We also acknowledge traditional custodians of

lands across Australia, their Elders, Ancestors, cultures and

heritage. Sovereignty was never ceded. 
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We would like to extend a warm welcome to our class commencing the Juris Doctor and
Bachelor of Laws in 2022.

We are very excited to welcome you to the Graduate School of Business & Law at RMIT.
Both law degrees will open many doors for you to diverse career opportunities. Our
cutting-edge programs provide you with the legal education you need for Admission to
Legal Practice that not only focuses on law, technology, and a commitment to justice but
is one you can take in your own direction, building on your previous qualifications or
career experience. Graduates of the Juris Doctor have taken on a wide range of career
paths – from solicitors in private practice or the community legal sector, barristers, Judge’s
Associates, to political advisors, law reform work, academia, or in a role that applies the
skills learned in the Juris Doctor to a career in another discipline. Of course, these are
equally attainable by those in our new LLB course. 

We look forward to you becoming part of our community of law students, past and
present, that is fostered by our School and through the RMIT Law Students’ Society (LSS).
The LSS provides a fantastic student community and offers a diverse range of activities
and support for our students - including industry networking events, first-year dinners,
careers information, study skills, mooting competitions, and annual law balls; there is
something there for everyone. 

Looking ahead in your studies, we would encourage you to be on the lookout for the
industry experiences offered throughout the degrees – from industry-based activities in
your classrooms to specific internships and clinical legal education courses. Why not
participate in extra-curricular legal competitions, or join a team that participates in a
competition covered by an elective course? The diversity of these opportunities is due, in
part to the research centers and connections that we have at the Graduate School of
Business & Law. The Business and Human Rights Centre (BHRIGHT), Centre for Innovative
Justice (CIJ), and connections to other schools within RMIT can help you explore projects
and opportunities to enhance your experience of law study. We encourage you to
participate in as many of these as possible. 

We also know, however, that deciding to make a career change or return to study can be
overwhelming. Remember that you can reach out to us any time – to the Coordinator of
enrolled courses, ourselves as your Program Managers (directly or at scheduled drop-in
sessions throughout the Semester), or to your peers within our Law Peer Mentoring
Program – we’re all here to help, and you really can ask us anything! A very warm welcome
to the GSBL law community and best wishes for your first semester with us.

 
Directors' Welcome

Dr Vanessa Johnston
Juris Doctor Program Manager

Dr Anne Kallies
Bachelor of Laws Program Manager
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President's
Welcome

Hello and welcome to the 2022 edition of the First
Year Guide!

I’m Kayla, a second year Bachelor of Laws Student
and the current President of the RMIT Law
Students’ Society. A huge congratulations and
welcome to our new first year cohorts across
postgraduate, undergraduate, and vocational
education levels – we’re so excited to have you
join in on the RMIT Law School journey. 

The start of university is certainly an adventure –
with a lot of information to take in from program
coordinators, clubs, and the university itself;
however, with this guide, you will find the
necessary information you will need to get a head
start in law school and get to know the RMIT LSS. 

THE PAST
Our most successful events in 2021 were our
events run by our Education, Competitions and
Careers teams. We were fortunate enough to
host several mixers at several of Melbourne’s well-
known bars and venues. We held our Bi-Annual
Research Master Class, Legal Writing Workshop
presented online with the assistance of our
members, faculty and RMIT law students. In
addition to the education teams events, we were
able to host our “Careers Conversations” event in
person – this created a terrific opportunity for
students and allowed students to connect with
industry stakeholders. Our Junior Moot, one of
the most successful competitions of the year saw
first year law students put their advocacy skills to
the test and enhance their legal skills and
debating and public speaking skills. 

THE PRESENT
In 2022, we’re looking to revamp the RMIT Law
Students’ Society, putting forth student
engagement as a top priority. We plan to make all
our events accessible to all law degrees in face-to-
face interactions and virtual ones. This year will
also be significant as it is the second year the
Bachelor of Laws course will be running and
introducing new undergraduate students to the
RMIT Graduate School of Business and Law as
well as our law society. 

The LSS committee and I have big plans for 2022
and we hope that you all will allow the LSS to be a
part of your law school journey and beyond. 

If you have any questions, concerns or you would
like to have a chat with us, please do not hesitate
to reach out! If you would like to be a member of
the RMIT LSS, please visit
https://www.joinit.org/o/rmitlss 

I can’t wait to meet each and every one of you!

Kayla De Silva
President & Sponsorship Director
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WHO WE ARE 
Founded in 2009, the RMIT Law Students' Society was created to serve the law
student body. We are a student-run society that aims to enrich legal study by
offering our members extracurricular opportunities designed to promote
networking and personal development. As the legal sector rapidly changes
and adapts to current norms, the RMIT Law Students’ Society has maintained a
presence within in-person and virtual events to accommodate international
and domestic students. 

HOW TO JOIN THE SOCIETY
All students in any legal study degree are welcome to join the LSS. As a RUSU-
affiliated club, our membership is $10 annually for those who are RUSU
members. Otherwise, it is $20 for non-RUSU members. Therefore, we
encourage our members to join RUSU first as you will receive more benefits for
the same price.

To become a member head over to our website at www.rmitlss.com
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One of the most familiar images we have of a lawyer is someone arguing a case in a
courtroom. A way to practice this unique skill is through mooting. What is mooting? It
is a simulation of presenting a case in a court or arbitration proceedings. It usually
involves a written submission of your arguments and then presenting them orally.
Mooters will get trained on how to do this. Moots provide an opportunity to learn how
to prepare written and oral submissions and learn the etiquette of presenting an oral
argument. Practical elements like Mooting, client interviews and negotiation
competition have been one of the highlights of many students throughout the years.
It helps build a muscle to be able to succinctly put forth your perspective and practice
advocacy in a safe and supportive environment.

In addition to moots, we also organise an essay competition that is a great way to
showcase your writing talent by sharing with us one of the essays you might have
done for your courses. Reach out to Competitions Director Paul Nicolaidis on
competitions@rmitlss.com to find out more about moots, what it involves, related
training and how to become part of the mooting teams, and other competitions.

 
 
 
 
 
 

WHY MOOT?
As a student interested in law, mooting and participating in competitions are the best
way to gain practical skills away from an academic environment. Mooting also allows
students to explore different career pathways and develop soft skills like
communication and persuasion that are highly valued in the workplace.

What’s more - RMIT offers you a for-credit “External Law Competition” course (at both
undergrad and postgrad levels) to compete in global mooting competitions like the
Vis against teams from around the world. Pre-Covid, TeamRMIT travelled overseas to
compete in the Vis competition, and hopefully, we’ll be able to get back to that soon!
In the meantime, mooting has shifted online - just like the resolution of real legal
disputes. This year, Team RMIT in Vis will be against 500+ law school teams from every
continent (sans Antarctica). Acceptance onto the team - and into the course - is by
competitive application, and past-mooting experience is valued. So, if travelling
overseas to represent yourself and your university in a global law competition sounds
like it may be up your alley.

mooting

"The LSS Junior Moot was an excellent learning opportunity, allowing me to develop my written and
oral advocacy skills. I highly recommend participating to gain an introduction to mooting within a
supportive environment and build connections with your peers."

 
- Minaj Randhawa, 2022 Junior Moot Winner
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JUNIOR CRIMINAL LAW MOOT
A simplified problem based on criminal law, short submissions, and comprehensive
moot training is an easy way to dip your toe into the mooting experience. You will only
compete against other RMIT first-timers, so the pressure is off! Typically held in
August/ September each year. This is the perfect opportunity to learn how to moot
and to gain feedback in a positive and supportive environment. 

moots & internal comps

LSS ESSAY COMPETITION
Essays graded Distinction or higher are
judged by a selection panel and the
winning entries are published in the
McPherson's Papers - the LSS Law
Journal.

 
NOTE: The delivery and location of moots and
competitions may vary this year as we all continue to
adapt to Covid. 

 

 
PERSONAL INJURY MOOT

This is RMIT LSS’s own intervarsity
moot! This moot is great for anyone
interested in employment law/ torts
law or working in a plaintiff firm. While
you will be competing against other
university teams, no experience is
necessary, as it is one of our beginner
moots. Having studied Torts is an
advantage but not a pre-requisite. In
fact, in 2019, one of our RMIT teams
reached the Grand Final, and it was
their very first moot! This is a fantastic
achievement which we are very proud
of. 

RMIT WITNESS EXAMINATION
COMPETITION

With very little preparation required, this
is a great competition for first years.
Armed with a set of facts and an hour or
so to prepare, you will interview your
‘witness’ court style to argue your case. 

Last year, I had the opportunity to participate in the
RMIT 2021 junior moot. Although this experience
was challenging, given the research and practice
elements, it was an extremely rewarding one. It was
a fantastic way to gain exposure to fundamental
advocacy skills as well as understand the
complexities involved in building a case.
Furthermore, it was a great way to receive feedback
from experienced peers. If you’re interested in
mooting and don’t know where to start, or have a
genuine interest in developing your advocacy skills,
this junior moot is for you!"

- Melie Protat, 2022 Junior Moot Best Speaker 
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ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS TRIBUNAL
MOOT

Appear in front of an actual member at
the AAT in Melbourne on an
Administrative Law matter, held in
semester two from late July to late
August. 

KIRBY CONTRACT LAW MOOT
Held at Victoria University in September
each year, this is fast becoming the
preeminent moot in the state of Victoria. 

CASTAN HUMAN RIGHTS MOOT
In conjunction with Monash University,
this moot provides competitors with the
opportunity to test their international
human rights law knowledge, usually
held in early September. 

competitions 

DEAKIN INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL
ARBITRATION MOOT

 
Held at Deakin University in August
each year, this is a great practice run for
those who want to participate in the
international Vis East Moot. In teams of
two or three, you will present your case
before a panel of arbitrators in a multi-
million-dollar contractual dispute. 

 
VIS MOOT

 
The biggest moot we participate in. A
competition spanning several months,
with oral rounds taking place in Hong
Kong against around 130 international
teams, is the experience of a lifetime!
Selection for the team is competitive, so
gaining some experience in other
moots is essential. In 2020/2021, during
Covid, we switched things up, and our
team has been participating in the Vis
Vienna Moot online! 

 

 

Once you have had an opportunity to get involved in mooting or the client interview
competition, there are many external competitions you can get involved with. As an
RMIT LSS member, you can compete in any competition Australia-wide for free! 

Prefer constitutional law? Want to argue for legal animal rights? If you can imagine it – there’s probably a moot
for it. Get in touch with us, and we can find you a moot in an area of law you are interested in.
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what is something you wish you
knew as a first year?

second-year testimonials

Use flow charts for study notes
about the application of law.
Also find or create a study
group.

Don't always buy food on
campus unless its coffee
(highly recommend building
80)

Managing stress is a battle and
a half but find things to occupy
your time (like joining clubs) to
promote self-care

Create your own notes and
revise those with practice
questions either in the
textbook or from your
tutor/lecturer

Imposter syndrome is very real
but just remember you're in
law school for a reason -
whether that's through your
grades, work experience,
personality etc - talk to your
classmates about it, and you’ll
be surprised how many are
experiencing the same thing
plus reach out to counselors if
these feelings are extreme.

Age does not matter. I was
daunted by the fact that I was
a mature age student. While
many students were younger
then me, there were students
close to my age too. The RMIT
environment is so welcoming.

I found that I, as well as other
students, had an endgame
plan of what grades I would
achieve and how I would
perform. Now I say that this is
rubbish. Take each step as it
comes and only focus on the
now. Don't be too distracted
on the future because it will
mess up your mental health.

Don't be careless - pay close
attention to your work and
proof read always!

You need to learn how to study
law - a very specific practice
which is not the same as
studying in other areas. View
all information you're taught
through the lens of making
notes for exams!
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Worked on my perfectionism

earlier. Perfectionism gets you

nowhere in law apart from a very

stressful existence.

Focus on getting the overview of

my assignments down before

trying to perfect them. You can

always rewrite it better later but

find all the "answers" and you will

be able to write with better flow

overall.

As a part-time student, my fellow

peers will be ever-changing. I

should have found some other

part-timers so there were more

familiar faces. This was a bit more

difficult with remote learning.

Ask for more feedback or

clarification. Sometimes more is

more!

Contributed/ asked more on

CANVAS discussion boards. Most

often, students will have the same

sorts of questions, so rather than

suffer in silence, ask your questions!

Make a list of all the key sources of

legal information to make starting

the research process easier.

To create my outlines (Google docs,

word etc) for each class the minute

I got the syllabus - would have

been a huge help in the long run,

particularly when having to do

online examinations with an open

book.

Connect with peers more - it is very

natural to be uncomfortable when

mingling or networking but you've

got to realise that most of you are

feeling the same way.

Figure out my style/ formatting of

notes and stick to it. I highly

recommend against changing the

way you write your notes because

they will build up and you will be

buried in words. 

Write model answers for

assessment questions: it helps with

retention and application.

 

what would you have done
differently in your first year?

second-year testimonials
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general advice

second-year testimonials

Don't be afraid to ask teachers and
fellow students for help. Don't get
caught up in the stress and drama
over getting good grades/whether
teachers are good or bad/what
everybody else is doing. Know that
there's a lot more options for law
careers than joining a big
commercial firm!

Find a style of note-taking that has
some pattern to it (e.g. have the
same style headings, and put cases,
in the same way, each time, I.e, I
put all case law in a separate box
within my notes so I knew. Also
colour coding all case law names as
blue and legislation as green). That
really helps speed up skimming
through your notes because you
know what type of information you
are looking at.

Break the ice with your peers and
teachers as early as you can. The
sooner you do this the sooner you
can collaborate and get more
support with your study!

Check out RMIT microcreds.

Plan early and make note of what
assignments you need to do and
when they are due!

For LLB students: the University
provides you with a filled-out form
you can use to purchase a PTV I.D,
which will let you to travel on a
concession fare! Now that classes
are coming back to campus,
discounted fares are a must!

Think about how you best learn. Do
you learn by reading? By listening?
By talking? Take note and really
think about your study strategy so
you are working to your strengths.

Create those connections with your
cohort the first day you are in class -
don't be afraid to go and sit next to
people and introduce yourself
because university only lasts a
couple of years and those
connections could last a lifetime.

Never be afraid to ask questions, no
matter how silly you think they
might be. Change is scary but
good.

Use a diary or anything that will
help you keep track of dates/
events! 

Reference as you go! Do not wait
until you finish writing your
assignment.
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I am studying and working full time while raising a family with my husband. Having
finished social work and law school in the Philippines, when I moved to Australia, law
school here was always part of the plan. Before I started school, we were blessed with
two kids. We have a six-year-old and a two-year-old. 

1. WHAT HAS HELPED YOU BALANCE YOUR LIFE, COMMITMENTS, AND STUDIES?

Keep a schedule. Never underestimate the value of time management. Have a target
for your every day and stick to it. Scheduling helps. By the second half of my first ever
semester, I have developed a rhythm - a system. Although I have late nights,
sometimes it even goes up to 2am, and early mornings that start at 5am on the days
that I need to study and work, the flexibility it gives me on the days I do not have to is
rewarding. I must finish my target lecture and readings on the days allocated to get
days off. Ah, the days off. On those days, I then have time to bring the kids to the park
with my husband, have date nights, go for long drives, go out with my friends, and do
my nails. I normally have 4 days to study and work and 3 days off every week. I start
researching on assignments as soon as they are released, and I allocate a whole day to
write them well before deadlines. Although finished, I still do not submit until
submission deadline. I give myself time to reflect on it. Remember, you do not have to
compromise your social life or family to have good grades. You can do it. It just needs
your dedication to the schedule you have set.

3. WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO STUDENTS WHO ARE ALSO IN THE SAME SITUATION? 

Find that passion inside you that made you want to go into this course. Go back to it
every time you feel overwhelmed and assess yourself. Is that still your passion? If so,
you are doing great, and you are on the right track, just carry on. By the end of my first
semester, I realised that deciding to work and study full time while raising a family
however not easy, it gave me that confidence and belief in myself that I never had
before. The knowledge that I am able to juggle parenting, working and studying full
time while getting the best results one can hope for - that, my friends, is a sure
rewarding feeling. Follow Dory’s mantra, “Just keep swimming.”

2. HOW DO YOU AVOID BURNOUT? 

Give yourself a break. As I have said, give yourself a break too. You need it. You
deserve it. Make a schedule that fits you and your routine and stick to it. It will give you
the flexibility to also give time for yourself away from the stress of it all.

Seek support. It is also very important to find your support system. Remember, “No
man is an island.” Do not try to do it by yourself, the key is recognising where you need
help and seeking that help. My mother is in the Philippines, so it is my husband and
my parents-in-law that helps me look after the kids. They are my support system.

June Macaraeg-Casem

  the modern student
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1. WHAT HAS HELPED YOU BALANCE YOUR LIFE, COMMITMENTS, AND STUDIES?

My kids are 6 (boy) and 3 (girl, who will be 4 by the time you read this). The boy was born a
couple of days before my first JD exam (torts). I had a backup plan to claim an alternative
assessment if he had not shown up by the day of the exam. I like to think that I was smart
about how I planned my study for that exam, but in reality, it was just dumb luck that the
topics I had not studied yet were not on the exam. But the point is that your exam notes
should be good enough that you can pass the exam even if you show up to the exam late and
without having slept. :-) I deferred one semester for each of my babies. I then deferred a bunch
during COVID because childcare was closed, etc etc etc. So the JD is taking a long time.
However, I did not die! That is the important bit! Fingers crossed I will finish my JD in the next
18 months. Having recordings or live tutorials online has helped a lot. If I have to go to the
campus then that's the whole evening I'm out of action in terms of parenting. Whereas if it's a
recording, I can watch it after the kids go to bed. If it's a live tutorial online at 7.30pm, I can do
dinner and everything and then handball the kids to my wife for bedtime stories.

2. HOW DO YOU AVOID BURNOUT?

Ha, this is an optimistic question! What I try to do is maintain a broad perspective on what is
important and what I can let slide when. Say I submit this assignment late and cop a penalty, is
that worse than what I would have to do to try to get it in on time? Suppose the kid watches a
bit more TV than I would normally like, but it means I can do what I need to do. If you keep
your eyes on the date then you can pull out of a class before a certain point without having to
pay for it, if things get heavy for whatever reason. There are all kinds of wriggle-room
everywhere if you take a broad perspective. Know what you're comfortable with.

3. WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO STUDENTS WHO ARE ALSO IN THE SAME SITUATION?

Traditionally parenting was integrated into everything else you did, whereas modern parenting
is treated as a separate activity which "you" do, which you have to "learn" and which you have
to keep separate from (and fit in with) your other activities. The modern approach has its
upsides and its downsides. But in 2022 we're at a point where the pressure of work, study, and
everything else makes it impossible to maintain silos or pretenses. It has to be just 'life', and
fundamentally you know in your bones how to live your life and how to look after your child.
The silver lining on the COVID work-from-home transformation has been forcing a re-
integration. Yes, I have children in my house and they show up during work calls. No, it is not
the end of the world, they can say hello and then they need to wait quietly until Daddy is
finished on this call. Then he can solve whatever problem the kiddo is worried about. The
integration goes the other way as well. You can be present with your child while studying. You
get your textbook and write notes, they get their pencils and draw pictures. You're together,
that's the main thing. 

Patrick Conheady

            the modern student
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A telephone support service that is available 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. They also have a
range of online support services and a forum to
connect with others that are experiencing
challenges with their mental health. The
website also has real life stories of people who
have stuggled and the way they found help.

For more information: 13 11 14

A free counseling phone service that is
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
There are also online chat options available
and video calls.

 

SANE offer a helpline, online chat, email and
forum support. They also have a large amount
of resources on mental health and support
options on their website.

For more information:  1800 187 263

Headspace is designed to support young
people aged 12-25 years. They offer information
and services for people with mental health
issues. 

For more information: headspace.org.au or
1800 650 890.

HELP ON CAMPUS
RMIT offers free counseling services which
provide professional counseling to all students
on each campus. You can book an
appointment to see an RMIT counselor online
via the RMIT website. There are also useful
resources for mental health support on the
RMIT webpage under ‘Counselling’.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Tristan Jepson Memorial Foundation was
established specifically to raise awareness in
the legal profession about mental health. The
Foundation has a significant amount of
resources from people in law who have
experienced mental health issues. The website
also has a lived experience forum, where
people post about a range of issues relating to
mental health and wellbeing. 

For more information: tjmf.org.au

 
 
 
 
 
 

Beyond Blue are a leading organisation in the
mental health space. They provide education
and awareness campaigns and have a variety
of support services. They have a large amount
of resources on their website which are well
worth checking out. In addition, Beyond Blue
offers ‘The Desk’ which is a free online program
aimed at providing Australian tertiary students
with strategies and skills for success and
wellbeing during their time at university. They
have a range of services:

For more information: 1300 22 4636 or 
 beyondblue.org.au
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THE EXECUTIVE
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This publication is copyright of the RMIT Law Students’ Society Inc. 2022, except as
provided by the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth). The information provided is correct as at the time

of publication and is intended only as a guide and does not constitute any advice
whatsoever. You should seek independent advice in relation to your individual

circumstances. The RMIT LSS accepts no responsibility or liability for relying on the
information contained herein.
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